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Earplugs (standard and earmuffs) can be effective sound-reducing
devices, particularly for low-frequency noise (12 Hz and below) (Figure

10). Most earplugs are designed as passive devices, meaning that
they allow room for air to move in and out of the ear canal. They fit
snugly into the ear canal and block the low-frequency sound waves
from entering the ear canal. Earplugs must be fitted properly in the
ear to reduce noise. If the earplug does not fit properly in the ear, it
will not provide the attenuation needed to protect the worker from

noise levels that can cause hearing damage. Earmuffs are designed as
active devices, meaning that they actively provide attenuation.

Earmuffs are made of foam, fiberglass, leather, and flax. They are
typically designed for all sound frequencies except for the lowest
frequencies, between 12 and 20 Hz. Safety glasses or goggles are

generally worn when working in high-noise environments. They
prevent dust and debris from entering the eye, are most effective

against combustion-related hazards, are relatively inexpensive, can
provide protection from flying particles, and protect against the

damaging effects of ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Protective eyewear
should be worn whenever there is any probability of being exposed to
substances or conditions capable of producing hazardous effects on

the eyes (NIOSH). Safety glasses are most effective when they prevent
dust and debris from entering the eye and should be well-fitting in

order to reduce the transmission of external sound to the eye
(OTM/Woodruff). I do make the AeroPress more difficult for myself by
using really potent coffee. It is nice to have the total control over the
amount of coffee you add into it, and then you can adjust to the level

of strength.
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1. Do a blind press with boiling water to soak the paper filter.2. Pour
20 grams of filter ground coffee into the main AeroPress chamber.3.
Pour boiling water to 1 mark on the plunger and wait for 5 seconds.4.
Pour water from the plunger into the main chamber. Circulate water
and grounds with a jug underneath, ensuring grounds are wet.5. Fill
water from boiler up to 3 mark on the plunger.6. 30 seconds after

pouring the first water in, pour in the contents of the plunger into the
main chamber. Then press firmly until the brewed coffee is extracted

into the jug, but stop just before the pppffssstt sound.7. Serve. 1. Do a
blind press with boiling water to soak the paper filter.2. Pour 20 grams
of filter ground coffee into the main AeroPress chamber.3. Pour boiling
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water to 1 mark on the plunger and wait for 5 seconds.4. Pour water
from the plunger into the main chamber. Circulate water and grounds

with a jug underneath, ensuring grounds are wet.5. Fill water from
boiler up to 3 mark on the plunger.6. I also have a question (about my
first AeroPress trip), regarding Coffee-and-Honey. I have been using
your recipe, using my Aeropress filter, with fresh-brewed coffee. I

haven't had any problems, as I expected from previous postings you'd
done, and having read your posts on the topic. I was wondering if this
is because my Aeropress is a relatively old model (the one I was given
when I joined this forum, more than 2 years ago), or if this is a benefit
I'm experiencing simply because I brew the coffee with a filter instead

of using a paper filter? 5ec8ef588b
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